18" MUELLER CAST IRON FLAT TOP W/ LOCKING DEVICE

LOCKING CAM

INSULATION

WATER PLUS CORP, MODEL 900L SAMPLING STATION (OR APPROVED EQUAL), AND MOUNTING STAKE INSTALL PER MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

MUELLER ANGLE METER STOP W/ LOCK WING

3/4" BRASS CONN. MIP x BARB. HOSE FITTING

CL. 250 POLYBUTYLENE TUBING MAX. WORKING PRESSURE 500 PSI NSF APPROVED

1" MIP – IN

3/8" MIN. PVC WALL – USE METER BOX FROM STANDARD ½" WATER SERVICE

NOTES:
1. MOUNTING PLATFORM FOR SAMPLING STATION NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY.
2. INSTALL PER MANUFACTURING SPECs.
3. SAMPLE PORT BOX SHALL BE INSTALLED BEHIND AND WITHIN 1' (ONE FOOT) FROM PROPERTY LINE AND INSIDE P.U.E. OR AS OTHERWISE DIRECTED BY ENGINEER.
4. SAMPLE PORT BOX SHALL NOT BE LOCATED IN THE SIDEWALK.